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that's because postal 2 is one of those rare games that really
does nothing wrong at all. it's a thoroughly good-natured
affair, and while it may wear its '90s-era influence on its

sleeve, it doesn't show it in a bad light. sure, it's not exactly
easy, as even most of the unlockables will take some time to
unlock, but those who are willing to put in the time will find
plenty to be amused by, and there's even a few challenging
puzzles to complete. most of the difficulty is due to the tone

of the game, which is meant to be as gross and silly as
possible. it's probably the only shooter you're going to play

this year that doesn't take itself too seriously. if you're
looking for a fun fps, then you really can't go wrong with

postal 2: share the pain. if you're looking for a new shooter to
look forward to this year, then you're in luck. in fact, you

might be even more lucky if you can find a copy of postal 2:
share the pain on gog for free. it's a fun game that's free for

the taking, and i'm sure that it won't be hard to find a copy of
it on the gog store. the gameplay of postal 2: share the pain

is the main draw to the game as it's out of the box as you can
do almost anything you want. this is where the controversy
comes from as its set in a fully simulated town. the live npcs
out there live like normal humans but as you do your daily

tasks, they provoke you through insults. here are some
examples of things you can do, there are likely some more
graphic ones, you can train a dog to attack anyone you like.
you can pee fire after beating the game once. you can hit

people with a shovel included weirdly enough gary coleman if
wanted or you can literally go on a rampage with a gun or a
shovel and just destroy and kill everything. the idea of doing

anything you want within the living town, it is the main
aspect, think of it as a more graphic version of goat

simulator.
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walk a week in the postal dude's shoes. freely explore full 3-d open-ended
environments. interact with over 100 unique npc's including gary
coleman, marching bands, dogs, cats and elephants, protesters,

policemen and civilians, with or without weapons. postal 2 is all about
choice; experiment with everyone and everything. and remember.. it's

only as violent as you are! last april's postal 2 seemed to purposely divide
gamers into a love it or hate it camp, the latter of which was considerably
larger. the sequel to the controversial 1997 shooter promised to be even

more offensive than its predecessor, and it did in fact deliver tons of gross-
out humor, racist jokes, and gory violence, all while being perfectly

flippant about it. truthfully, postal 2's content wasn't far in excess of what
you could find on a typical episode of south park. this is the game that
started it all. the one to rule them all. the postal dude shows up for his

first day working at rws and hilarity ensues! fight cops! rage against the
man! snuff the taliban! forget what you know about first person shooters.
walk for a whole week in the postal dudes shoes. freely explore fully 3-d
open-ended environments. interact with over 100 unique npcs, marching
bands, dogs, cats and elephants, protesters, policemen and civilians, with

or without weapons. this is the ultimate fps for sandbox slaughter and
mindless mayhem you are looking for! in this version of postal 2 you will

have to continue the adventure of the postal dude. from the previous
version of the game you have been rescued by a mysterious man known
as the postal dude. he offers you to return to his mansion and help him

complete his latest project. you will also find a new dog that has been lost
in the apocalypse. despite the fact that the postal dude is handsome he

does not impress you. a few days later you hear that a group of criminals
have killed the postal dude's wife. with your bare hands and no weapons

you have to rescue the postal dude's wife, fight against a gang of
criminals and then finish the game. the name of the game is postal 2: the
suffering. this game is a sequel to the famous first person shooter game
postal 2. the suffering comes with various new weapons and weapons,

new character models, new items and new enemies. the suffering has a
full single player campaign. play through this game and find the answers

to all your questions. you may also like to download postal 2 the
suffering. 5ec8ef588b
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